May 18  Departure from the U.S.A.
May 19-20  Vilnius, Lithuania – orientation, introductory class and tour of the old capitol.
May 21-25  Klaipeda, Lithuania at LCC International University – orientation, classes and corporate visits.
May 26  Overnight sleeper train from Riga, Latvia to Moscow, Russia.
May 27-30  Moscow, Russia – corporate and cultural visits.
May 31  Flight from Moscow to Frankfurt; coach to Heidelberg.
May 31- June 5  Heidelberg, Germany – classes, corporate and cultural visits.
June 6-10  Prague, Czech Republic – classes, corporate and cultural visits.
June 11-15  Innsbruck, Austria – classes, cultural visits and mountain excursion.
June 19-22  Paris, France – classes, corporate and cultural visits.
June 23  Depart for The Netherlands.  Stop in Brussels.
June 26  Travel to London by sea.  Overnight Cruise.
June 27-29  London – classes, corporate and cultural visits.
June 30  Flights from London to Chennai, India.
June 30- July 10  Chennai, India – classes, corporate and cultural visits.
July 11  Flight to Delhi.
July 11-13  Delhi, India – Cultural excursions.
July 14  Flight to Shanghai, China.
July 14-16  Shanghai, China – corporate and cultural visits.
July 17  Flight to Dalian.
July 17-22  Dalian, China – classes, corporate and cultural visits.
July 23  Flight to Beijing.
July 23-27  Beijing, China – classes, corporate and cultural visits.
July 28  Return to the U.S.A.